MATTEO
MESSERVY

“ Humanizing the urban experience “
Matteo Messervy is a French designer, an artist,
a sculpturer, a choreographer of light.
It is his prime material through which places,
objects, artworks come into life, changing and
enhancing people’s perception and awareness of
their environment, making it a vibrant and colorful
haven to live in.
Born in France, raised in central America and
Spain, he studied Design at the renowned École
Supérieure d‘Arts Graphiques Penninghen in Paris.
His career followed an equally international path
reflected in lighting design projects worldwide,
including collaborations with renowned star
architects like Zaha Hadid, Ron Arad and
Daneil Libeskind. The artist is know for his
Monument installation in major cultural landmarks
such as the Hotel deVille de Paris and Lille,
European Capital of Culture 2004. Employing light
projections, large scale sculptures, and sound.
He designed significant projects for architectural
landmarks like the Centre George Pompidou,
National Museum of Modern Art, and the S4
Terminal at Charles de Gaulle airport in Paris.
Recently, Messervy opened his studio in Asia.
He is currently working on large-scale project in
India and Thailand. Well-being is the matrix from
which all his work originates, conveying a deep
emotional resonance. The human is always at the
center of his work.
Light is used as a medium, a messenger through
which his vision reaches people.

Artist Philosophy

“Every city can return to it’s splendour
by creating a renewed vision of the
achievements of it’s inhabitants.
The urban experience is enhanced
when there is a reference to the past,
while facing the future with optimism”.
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KHUN BY YOO

SALES GALLERY
Inspired by Philippe Starck
Supermachine Studio
BANGKOK, THAILAND

Matteo Messervy is excited to unveil his latest
project in collaboration with Yoo by Philippe Starck
and Supermachine Studio, for the luxury brand
Sansiri : “Khun by Yoo”, Thong lor soi12, Bangkok.
This is the first sales gallery for Khun by YOO with the exotic shape
of the facade. The sales gallery go under the concept of the
Material Exhibition using the luxurious and unique material in the
design which meet the needs of a new generation of people
who have a kin interesting in design.
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DESIGN PROCESS
Facade Lighting

The facade design by Super Machine studio with the twisted
curve cover with the reflected shiny copper material present
a unique character on the architecture.
Lighting has been designed to light the gap of the distort shape
and to accent the main entrance.
When light touches the shiny surface of the material it creates
the shadows, highlights and reflections to make the whole
architecture even more outstanding.
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DESIGN PROCESS
Interior Lighting

pic1

Matteo’s design aims to put forward the luxury concept.
The light needs to be clean, perfect, and also to add functionality
to the space.
He puts all his effort in each detail. Every light effect has its
purpose, whether to it is to outline the ambient light, accent light
and decoration light. The good combination of the light effects
makes the design ever more interesting.
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KHUN BY YOO

NEW SALES
GALLERY

Inspired by Philippe Starck
BANGKOK, THAILAND

This new sales gallery is located on the rooftop of lifestyle
community hub in Thonglor, which features a show unit of the
2 bedrooms type.
Lighting was designed to accent the well designed furniture and
other decorative elements and also serve as a functional area to
render a fascinating experience for anyone visiting the premises.
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KHUN BY YOO
Inspired by Philippe Starck

Plamer & Turner(Thailand)LTD.
BANGKOK, THAILAND

Matteo is excited to unveil his latest project in collaboration with
Yoo and Philippe Starck, developed by the luxurious brand Sansiri.
Khun By YOO comes up with the concept of the industrial
heritage, designed to harmonize with the people’s lifestyle in
Thonglor section of Bangkok.
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The concept is to bring more nature to the ground level
for people in Thonglor to see and feel the beauty of it.

DESIGN PROCESS

The star effect on the facade is to represent the twinkle of the
stars in the night sky. The lighting programmation will be set to in a
way that mimics the movement of the stars simulating the movement of migrating birds clouds.

Facade Lighting

Khun by YOO,
Dialux calculation
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Lighting mock up

Khun by YOO,
Light fixture
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DESIGN PROCESS
Landscape Lighting
It follows the concept of bringing the nature close to the city
dwellers, by lighting each element of the surrounding nature
along with the beautiful fountain chain-wall.
The sound of water combined with the lighting effect makes the
night worth to witness, promoting a peaceful rest after a hard day
at work.
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DESIGN PROCESS
Pool Lighting

The fiber optic light has been designed to illuminate
the pool, bringing forward elegance and class at night time.
It gives a delicate touch to the place and lets people fully
appreciate the view of the city skyline.
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Khun by YOO,
Drawing of lighting position
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RUE DE
VINCENNES
PARIS, FRANCE

A space that conbines the themes of Spanish architecture,
with an Andalusian patio, and Nordic style, with the use of timber.
A void that unites heightwise all the different areas and levels of
the house-thus, becoming the central axis of the house.
The wooden structures in Pikia (exotic wood from Amazonia,
saved from thr waste of deforestation), laid out in long parallel
strips, give a geometrical pattern to the whole place.
All the walls are in gloss paints of various shades, that gives a
mirrorlike effect, transforming the colours and reflecting light in the
whole space.
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DESIGN PROCESS
At night, the luminous reflection causes a fantastic distortion of
the objects and volumes, that creates a dreamlike wonderland.
The glossy walls reflect all the geometry of the wooden strips in
an endless multiplication. Rows of hidden fluorescent lights
emphasize the horizontal lines of inner architecture.
Appropriate lightings, made of optical fibers, disposed in very
precise spots, allow a fantasmagoric scenography, that gives to
the place, at night, a weight-less feeling together with a pounding
that beats to the rythme of light.
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ALCATEL LUCENT

Excutive Briefing Center
PARIS, FRANCE

The purpose of the project was to create optimal conditions,
both of comfort and amazement, allowing transmitting
to the guests, who are the main actors of the industrial,
economical and political world,the complete scope of
ALCATEL-LUCENT activities.
In order to answer to the constraints of this existing place, full of
history with a strong architectural identity, a team has been
composed whose fields of abilities complement each other
so as to transcend ALCATEL-LUCENT thinking about the project.
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DESIGN PROCESS
A combination of cold and warm computer-controlled
fluorescent tubes can reproduce on each window, behind white
sunblind, the impression of a perpetual sunset even at night,
while windows open onto an interior courtyard with a small
amount of natural light.

That team was made up of:
- Architects Pierre Beucler and
Jean-Christophe Poggioli, to give an identity to the space, so as
to organize and set-up the bases that are going to enhance its
personality.

In the center of the ceiling, a huge sculpture takes place.
It’s made of computer-controlled neon tubes and electroluminescent panels, and, according to different programs,
it’s the main and emblematic attraction that punctuates and
underlines the ALCATEL-LUCENT demonstration show that
illustrates and presents to the world economic leaders and clients,
their new technologies.

- An artist “light designer” Matteo Messervy,
to illuminate the main axes of circulation and sculpt the light to
facilitate the understanding of messages.
- A graphic designer Fabrice Petithuguenin,
to create gigantic visual images combined with the artistic work
of light and well integrated into the architectural scheme.

Images and light aim to give shape and meaning to the
technologies developed by ALCATEL-LUCENT.
A universe where classicism and high technology meet Versailles
like wooden floor.
Panels with electro- luminescent fibers create lights’ fountains all
around the meeting place.
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COMMERCIAL
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THE OPUS
Vaslab Architecture
BANGKOK, THAILAND

The Opus Building clearly stands out in the urban setting of its
surrounding neighbourhood : Thonglor. An area fast becoming a
hotspot in Bangkok, known for its excellent choice of fashionable
and upmarket residential, commercial and entertainment
experiences, catering to a trendy and vibrant crowd of both
locals and expatriates. The lighting effects would attempt to
breathe life inside.
The Opus walls, setting it aside from the usually static nature of
most constructions by lending to the building façade the lively,
steady and intimate movement of a heartbeat when seen from
the outside. It must transform a place into an outstanding entity.
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DESIGN
PROCESS
We aim at visually connect and harmonize the façade
with the passers by, bringing out the outstanding nature and
quality of the place, satisfying both performance and aesthetics.
We want to create a playful interaction between people and
the building’s façade with the use of a specifically developed
smartphone app, through which people would be enabled to
literally connect to the façade’s LED lighting display,
and play with it following a precise scenario.
This kind of interactive visual concept with mobile devices would
be a world premiere.
Designed by Matteo Messervy and programmed by the french
based tech. firm REMU, specialized in high-end interactive and
multimedia scenographies.

The Opus,
Rendering of visual concept of building’s facade.
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The Opus,
Movement of lighting on the Opus building’s facade.
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BOUTIQUE
LOUIS VUITTON
Paris, France

In the wake of the opening of its new flagship store inside
the famous Parisian retail landmark, The Printemps-Haussmann,
Louis Vuitton commissioned Matteo Messervy to create a
monumental masterpiece that would bring a strong and
unique visual signature to the space.
The artist conceived a sculpture made of intricately intertwined
laces of metal representing a miniature global network of quantum
universes, punctuated by crystal balls delicately lining up like
planets on this ultra connected cosmogonic grid.
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DESIGN
PROCESS
The whole ensemble seems to be gravitating around the center
of the masterpiece which bears the luxury brand’s internationnaly
famous initials “LV” in its center.
A nod at the hyper-connected world in which we live,
with fashion and luxury as its epicenter.
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LAURA
BOUTIQUE
WARSAW, POLAND

Matteo Messervy completed this commercial project; store design,
artistic direction and lighting design in 1997 for the couture boutique
L’aura in Warsaw, Poland.
The almost complete destruction of the urban structure during
World War II, followed by the communist regime greatly influenced
the current landscape of the city which has yet to be rebuilt
according to original plans.
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DESIGN
PROCESS
Messervy believes the city is “one that still greatly imposes it’s
character on it’s inhabitants”. The post-war architecture and
randomly placed new buildings created after the fall of
communism in 1989 make it difficult to perceive this city
as harmonious and welcoming.
Messervy aimed to create a pocket of serenity and tranquility in
this cavernous space by covering the walls with white
camouflage fabric discreetly lit from within, thus rendering the
space more intimate. The ceiling is illuminated with a huge
circular structure that consumes the entire perimeter of the store.
This can be interpreted on different levels; either as a crinoline
or as notions of aureoles, which is by no means a mistake,
it is an intentionally installed element borrowed from the
country’s catholic dominance.
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PARLY 2
FRANCE

Matteo Messervy’s monumental installation
“Hypnotic Conversations” has just been unveiled at the
commercial center Parly 2 in Versailles, France,
just outside of Paris.
This installation is composed of all original lighting
designs crafted with the intention to give the visitors the
impression of entering a world of harmony and peace
and quiet in contrast with the universe generally proposed
by other more traditional commercial centers.
Here the light plays with lines and curves while restoring
sensations of natural light. The ceiling offers options of changing
times and seasons using video projection. The lighting effects are
set to create an atmosphere of a cocoon, intimate and
reassuring. Light radiation seen in the distance act as magnets
drawing individuals in to a protective and intriguing dimension.
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DESIGN
PROCESS

This combination is reminiscent of the heyday of the Kinetic Art
and of Op’art culminating in the sixties and seventies.
The repetition of forms and the persistence of vision are
interpretations of the kinetic phenomena in the brain.
This modern form of tribute to this artistic movement and its most
fervent representatives, past or present, will make visitors
unconscious actors or volunteers of this on-going dialogue
between humans, architecture and the works of the artist
Matteo Messervy.
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S4 TERMINAL
Aéroports de Paris (ADP)
FRANCE

S4 Terminal - “Respect Me”Architects Aéroports de Paris (ADP)
have commissioned contemporary artist Matteo Messervy
for a monumental light installation in the new terminal at
Charles de Gaulle Airport which will be open to the public the
28th of june 2012.
80 000 people pass through the Paris airport each day.
Matteo Messervy’s conception is taken from the natural world to
achieve a vision of tranquillity in contrast to the airport’s bustling
atmosphere.
Using the latest technology in the industry, Messervy’s particular
use of light suggests idyllic images of tilled land reflected in the
architecture of the ceiling, reminiscent of the landscape of Roissy
before the construction sixty years ago.
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DESIGN PROCESS
The element of water plays a significant role in this installation in
order to create a universe that is soothing and gentile.
The installation emanates an overall feeling of serenity and calm
in the grand newly created public space. The intention is an
atmosphere where the visitor unconsciously feels at ease in this
urban setting. With the water drops hovering above,
Messervy inverses the natural positioning of water and air,
one cannot help but to gaze upwards.

Messervy has created fifteen monumental suspensions that hang
effortlessly above the thousands of arriving and departing
passengers. These hand blown glass sculptures resemble drops
of water. The ripple of their wake become increasingly seductive
as small LEDs pulsate to the rhythm of a human heart beat.
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NICE ETOILE
FRANCE

The commercial center Nice-Etoile in Nice, France
commissioned Matteo Messervy to create a monumental
installation for it’s main lobby in 2006.
For this installation, Messervy chose glass as his medium.
It is subtle, elegant and it’s transparency allows spaces
to visually unite. Each of the intricately designed
one of a kind flute shaped glass sculptures contain their own light
which play a functional role within the ensemble.
Almost 150 enormous pieces have been individually
designed and strung harmoniously creating the effect
of a striking musical partition.
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DESIGN
PROCESS

The computer controlled pulsating lights bring the
installation to life giving it a more human quality.
The desired effect was achieved by it’s large scale,
complexity and seemingly effortless coordination of
the individual pieces.
Once again Messervy achieved his goal of creating
a sanctuary within a bustling commercial center,
filling the vast space with an ambiance of
tranquillity and beauty.
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PARIS EIGHT
FRANCE
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CENTRE
GEORGES
POMPIDOU

Renzo Piano and Richard Rogers
FRANCE

The Centre Georges Pompidou
(architects Renzo Piano and Richard Rogers)
is home to one of the largest collections of modern
and contemporary art.
In 2006 Matteo Messervy was commissioned
to create a lighting installation for the façade of the building.
Messervy focused on circulation, the flow of people in
conjunction with the outstanding forms of the building.
To contribute to the dynamics, Messervy invited Carolyn Carlson
to choreograph a modern dance performance.
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DESIGN
PROCESS
The lights in the corridors filled the glass tubes that make up the
outside escalators of the museum creating an effect of human
veins running around the perimeter of the building.
From afar the spectators could view the movement inside these
“veins” and upon entering the museum, they became involved
as “actors” in the masterpiece,
part of the installation itself. Even standing still, they were
animated by the movement of the escalators thus changing their
perspective and their observations.
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Center Georges Pompidou,
Reflection of lighting on surround installation.
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MK2
BIBLIOTHEQUE
Wilmotte & Associés
FRANCE

Paris’ François Mitterrand Library (architect J.M. Wilmotte) houses
Europe’s largest movie theatre company, MK2.
Matteo Messervy’s two installations curated by Caroline Burgeo
is are designed to facilitate the internal circulation of light in this
enormous glass building.
The striking size of the empty cinema screens inspired the artist to
use the power of white with it’s unique property that reflects all
other hues. Messervy created a soothing atmosphere to soften
the walls and to contrast the sober geometry of the furniture.
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DESIGN
PROCESS

Choice of the colours and the display of the light, designed to
facilitate the internal circulation in the giantic
11 000 sq.m., 320 m. long glass building, concieved by
JM Willmotte, and, at night, to allow the transparency of the
building, that extends at the foot “Francois Mitterand’s library, to
illuminate the whole surrounding from within.
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THE
ASCENSION
MK2 Bibliotheque
Wilmotte & Associés
FRANCE

The masterpiece suspension; “Ascension” a 5 x 2.5 meter
aluminium egg shaped structure wrapped in fiber optic,
diffusing a luminous halo.
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DESIGN PROCESS
Installation

MK2 Bibliotheque,
The detail of fiber optics and installation of Ascension suspension.
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THE AEROLUX
MK2 Bibliotheque
Wilmotte & Associés
FRANCE

The masterpiece suspension; “Aerolux” a gigantic inflatable
object made of fabric, 10 x 6 meters with a metallic structure
supporting fifty coloured computer controlled fluorescent tubes.
The screened light radiates softly with tones that change in a
continuous slow process mimicking a heartbeat of a person who
is dreaming. The intention is to relax people,
put them at ease and enhance their experience at the cinema.
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DESIGN PROCESS
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The screened light radiates softly with tones that change in a
continuous slow process mimicking a heartbeat of a person who
is dreaming. The intention is to relax people,
put them at ease and enhance their experience at the cinema.
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MAVEL EDGE
HB Design
PUNE, INDIA

The French conceptual light-designer
Matteo Messervy has won the design competition for
the Marvel Edge Building in Pune, India.
This next generation of cutting-edge, technologically-advanced
and sustainable buildings, presenting a new vision of work and
commercial spaces, will be illuminated by Matteo Messervy
and his team of engineers.
The nine stories, 36 meters high building spreading over
a 1 420 000 square feet area, masterfully incorporates :
- Offices, conference and meeting rooms, event spaces
- A 30 Keys Luxury Boutique Hotel with private plunge pools
- A rooftop recreational area featuring a fine dining restaurant,
a bar, a pool, a Gym&Spa
- Innovative green spaces with eight Sky Gardens running across
the entire circumference of the building
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DESIGN PROCESS

DESIGN PROCESS

Lighting Study

Lighting mock up

MARVEL EDGE,
Lighting rendering model of the marvel edge building.
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MARVEL EDGE,
Closed-up of material facade with lighting mock up.
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DESIGN PROCESS
Interior Lighting

MARVEL EDGE,
3d rendering of lighting design for entrance.

MARVEL EDGE,
3d rendering of lighting design for entrance.

MARVEL EDGE,
3d rendering of lighting design for the void area.
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MARVEL EDGE,
3d rendering of lighting design for lift lobby.

MARVEL EDGE,
3d rendering of lighting design for main lobby.
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MARVEL EDGE,
3d rendering of lighting design for lift lobby in day time.

MARVEL EDGE,
3d rendering of lighting design for lift lobby in night time.
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NOTIFY
SHOWROOM
Ron Arad
MILANO, INTALY

Matteo Messervy was commissioned by architect Ron Arad
to assist him in transforming a 1930s factory in central Milano,
Italy, into a modern showroom for Notify jeans,
in which to exhibit its collections each season,
The lighting design concept for Notify shop in Milan aims to offer
the visitor a subtle and refined sensory pathway
that would culminate by the central sculpture of Ron Arad.
Sweet and moving, the light Concept breathes life into the
volumes and reveals the architecture.
The play of light on the main sculpture marks the identity of the
lighting project, a sort of leitmotiv carrying the harmony and
coherence of the whole project.
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DESIGN PROCESS
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ATELIER
NOTIFY
Zaha Hadid
PARIS, FRANCE

The Atelier Notify fashion retail space in Paris
was designed by architect Zaha Hadid,
who asked Matteo Messervy to conceive and implement
the lighting design of the Notify brand’s shop interiors.
The aim was to highlight the fluidity, originality and elegance of
the interiors architetural forms, outlining the powerful and
dynamic flow of their curves.
When entering this place, the client must get the feeling of being
welcomed in a world of harmony, calm and serenity.
The lighting effects would create a cocoon-like atmosphere,
warm and intimate. Bringing the consumers to an entirely new
sensory experience. Such qualities being a trademark in the
lighting designer’s works and ethics.
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DESIGN PROCESS
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STADE DE
FRANCE
Studio Putman
FRANCE

The prestige is required at the Stade de France. Indeed, in 2008 to
celebrate its 10 years, the Stadium has invited the famous interior
designer Andrée Putman to renovate his lane of VIP boxes and a lobby
and 14 rooms adjoining. A great way to enhance the interior of a
building that ten years has not lost its luster. This famous passage
lodges, with a length of 800 meters, has also been renamed
“Andrée Putman Space”, in honor of the designer.
To highlight this achievement Andrée Putman and his agency are
naturally addressed to artist Matteo Messervy whose light environments
so close to humans, have attracted the most famous and most
demanding of interior designers.
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DESIGN PROCESS
Matteo Messervy has sought to highlight areas thanks to the 250
Gold coating bright grooves forming a line running 800 meters
from the corridor VIP lounges as thread of Ariadne as a sort of
golden Olympic ring. For the host lobby and 14 rooms that line the
corridor, that are not less than 55 suspensions that were necessary
to put value in the interior, including the famous so dear Andrée
Putman checkered design.
Cool tones, sober in the composition space lodges prevents overcharging and looking for some class in which the VIP feel
comfortable wrapped in a warm, golden light.
It was therefore beyond the traditional lighting, creating a soft
light and elegant atmosphere thanks to work targeted intensities,
colorized and bright contrasts.
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LOUNGE AIR
FRANCE
FRANCE
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DESIGN PROCESS
Lighting Study
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BEC-TERO
Show DC
Performance Hall
The Office of Bangkok
Architects(OBA)
BANGKOK, THAILAND

The scope of the project is the lighting design for 6th floor of
BEC Tero show DC performance hall, which is include a
pre-finction zone, a lounge zone, and a large concert hall.
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DESIGN PROCESS

Lighting design of the concert hall concept is based on myriad
dots of light, to create a dynamic and smooth movement of
lighting on the elements of the interior design.

BEC-Tero Show performance halll,
Alternate design in rendering photo.
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MUSEUM
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NATIONAL
MUSEUM
BANGKOK
BANGKOK, THAILAND

Commissioned by the Department of Fine Arts
of the Thai Ministry of Culture
in context of the “Night Museum” event,
which started on December 1st 2015,
and celebrate the King of Thailand’s birthday (Dec 5th).
Matteo Messervy brought forth his lighting design artistry
to illuminate one of Thailand’s most prestigious landmarks,
the Buddhaisawan Chapel
at the National Museum in Bangkok.
It was a great honor to participate to this event
and contribute to preserving and highlighting
the great cultural heritage of Thailand
and its traditional architecture.
This project was conducted with collaboration
of Philips Lighting Thailand.
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DESIGN PROCESS
Concept
The National Museum Bangkok is the main branch museum of
the National Museums in Thailand. It follows a traditional Thai
architecture embedded in the history of the kingdom.
Based on the beautiful Thai design features, Matteo Messervy has
devised an artistic lighting that skillfully outlines the aesthetic of all
these elements.
The main concept of lighting design for the National Museum
Bangkok is from the singular spectral luminois efficacy of the
candle flame with the wide spectrum of the gold color hues.
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DESIGN PROCESS
Bhuddhaisawan Chapel
Bhuddhaisawan Chapel is a traditional Thai architecture building.
To bring forward the different elements of the space, Matteo
Messervy create a lighting effect to accentuate these aesthetic
features, along with Thai sculptures inside the premises.
Include the architectural detail of the museum building, the
balcony around the museum building, which has created a layer
of columns as a facade and the building’s wall. Making a lighting
design which can present the dynamics of the layers standing by
side of the construction.
Lighting design follows the concept of candle light and its
symbolism, including a variety of colors used in the building.
Playing with the layers of columns by the facade and along the
building’s wall.
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DESIGN PROCESS
Siwamokhapiman Hall
Siwamokhapiman Hall is an other museum building that portrays
a piece of the Thai history. For the building, Matteo Messervy has
created a specially bespoke luminaire/fixture to light the building
along with the walk way around the museum.
The luminaire are inspired from the traditional Thai graphic art
called ‘Lai-Thai’. The use of this ancient craft embedded into the
main concept and the surrounding area.
He also made the pendent light fixtures and bollards to be installed around the museum building.

DESIGN PROCESS
'PhraChamYam'

Aside from the architrctual lighting designed for the museum,
Matteo Messervy has created the light fixture, not only to illuminate the area, but to use as an artistic and decorative addition in
line with the area.
The light fixtures are inspired from the Thai graphic called ‘Phra
Cham Yam’, which means “to protect”. A protective symbol
aimed at the museum and to help visitors feel more comfortable
when visiting the premises.
The light fixtures, pendents and bollards are installed along the
sides and originate from the same design concept.
Thai graphic elements were carefully carved on the stainless steel
sheets to render the desired lighting effect. When light is turned
on, the ‘Phra Cham Yam’ elements clearly appear.

Thai graphic
element called
‘Phra Cham Yam’,
which mean to
protect.

The concept for the
bollard light fixture
would define by
standard of human
scale, which is thirty
centimeter.
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THE NATIONAL
MUSEUM
OF ROYAL
BARGES
BANGKOK, THAILAND

The National Museum of Royal Barges is located in Bangkok,
Thailand. It was restored by the Fine Arts Department as part of
the Thai cultural heritage and historical landmark.
In collaboration with Seumworks as the contractor for this project.
Matteo Messervy was commissioned to provide the lighting
design for the museum, which had no pre-existing lighting.
His aesthetic lighting solution is conceived entirely with LED
technology, in respect of the strictest international regulations
and security standards in the domain of museum lighting.
The solution which also benefits from cost energy saving
and environmentally friendly efficacy of LED lighting.
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DESIGN PROCESS
Concept
The concept is based on the rich color spectrum of the mural-wall
painting displayed at the Wat Phra Kaew in which a scene
describes the metamorphosis of the god Hanuman into a giant
creature to help king Rama’s army cross the ocean.
Matteo Messervy proposes an interpretation of the element
of light through the singular spectral luminious efficacy of the
candle flame, exploring its nature and symbolism through the
wide spectrum of its different gold color hues.
Moreover, Matteo has accentuated the element of water by
illuminating directly onto the water to create a reflection of
light and give a flickering water effect to the Royal Barges,
representing the movement of the during the Royal ceremonies.
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LIGHT STUDY
Before undergoing a given design process, Matteo Messervy
conducts a light study by working with modeling. He studied the
position of nature daylight passing through the warehouse and
how its affects the way light reflects on the Royal Barges.
Finally, he makes the 3D model to check the desired light effect
of the light installation, as a guide for mock up and how to install
light fixtures on site.
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BOONRAWD
BREWERY
MPDStudio

BANGKOK, THAILAND

The site, located by the ChaoPhraYa River, is an old factory of
Thai craft beer whci the brand name ‘Singha’. It is owned by
Boonrawd Brewery group. It was located in this site since 1967,
and currently want to develop the site into a museum about the
history of the brand.
Matteo Messervy has cooperated with architect, MPD Studio,
who worked on the architecture for the museum.
The main element of the building is the brass facade, which is
designed in the form of different angles. The brass facade has a
copper-gold color, representing the color of beer,
so this is the point for Matteo to working on lighting design on the
facade. Matteo is also involve in the interior and
landscape lighting design part of the museum.
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DESIGN PROCESS
Facade Lighting
As mentioned about the facade design from MPD studio,
it consists of angled copper panels installed on the building and
the wall of the house of the monument. The copper panel is
a material that have a great reflective potential, when lighting
targets the panel it will have some reflection but not mirror-like,
preserving the original color of the material. Furthermore,
the design of copper panels also have a potential to form
interesting angles, giving a dynamic effect to the facade.
The concept of the facade lighting is to highlight the natural
properties of the copper panel design, and link them in a way
to outline the idea of a beer museum.
Matteo has create a dynamic light that shoots on the facade,
creating a movement akin to beer being poured in the glass.

Boonrawd Brewery, Facade
Dialux Calculation

Boonrawd Brewery, Facade
Matteo mock up on site.
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In concept of lighting design for the facade, is to light the facade and also create dynamic for lighting that reflect to copper
panel. Matteo has work on Dialux calculation to check what type of light fixture that suppose to be used. He decide to use a color
temperature of light in 1800 Kelvin (amber color) in two differnce beam angle of light, wide beam to light all the panel, narrow
beam for create dynamic of light.

Boonrawd Brewery, Facade
Rendering photo of building’s facade
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DESIGN PROCESS
Facade Lighting
The house of monument is part of the museum and also incorporates
copper panels, to keep the harmony between all the elements of the
area. With this in mind, Matteo designed the lighting for this part too.
He decided to place light fixtures on the ceiling and direct them
towards the copper panels, chosing less watts and wider beam angles.

Boonrawd Brewery, Facade
Rendering photo of building’s facade and the deck.

DESIGN PROCESS

Boonrawd Brewery, Facade
Sample of Brass facade’s material.

Landscape Lighting

In the exterior part near the deck of the house of monument,
which features a deck for public use, Matteo has worked on
lighting design by installing fixtures shooting directly at the deck,
following the same concept.

Boonrawd Brewery, Facade
Sample of Brass facade’s material.
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Boonrawd Brewery, Facade
Sample of Brass facade’s material.

Creating bright areas. He suggested to place light fixtures on top
of surround building to shoot from top to bottom, thus avoiding
the presence of luminaires on ground. He also chose the wide
beam angle of light to enhance brightness and avoid hot spots.

Boonrawd Brewery, Facade
Rendering photo of the deck.
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DESIGN PROCESS
Interior Lighting

Inside the museum’s building there is a bar that presenting Singha brand. The
interior design depicts a classic atmosphere, adorned with copper and wood as
main materials. Matteo created a lighting design that skillfully complements the
harmony of the area.

DESIGN PROCESS
Interior Lighting mock up
The interior design comprises copper panels installed in the
cabinet, following a concept of “transparency”. Matteo has work
on lighting design focusing on this idea. He suggested to install
LED strip lights in the gaps of shelves to create a glow around the
furniture and emanating from inside the cabinet.
Encompassing the top of the wooden decorated wall and wooden bar, to highlight the materials used in the interior design.

Boonrawd Brewery, Interior
Detail of copper panel design.
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YENAKART
VILLA
GALLERY
BANGKOK, THAILAND

Matteo Messervy was commissioned to create the lighting design
of the YenakArt Villa, a new international art gallery in Bangkok,
located in one of the sub-streets of the quiet and elegant
Yen-a-kart community. The place was founded by Fredric Meyer
and Jeremy Opritesco.
The building has a unique style, often called the “skin and bones
architecture”, because of the minimal framework of the structure
and the free-flowing open space influenced by the European
1930’s architectural avant-garde
(Le Corbusier, Mies van der Rohe).
The spacious exhibition hall measure 160 square meters and has
more than 5 meters high ceiling. The facade is made from glass
and faces a 600 square meters garden. In the back
of the building a loft had been build, and will serve as
a residency for invited artist.
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DESIGN PROCESS
Concept
YenakArt Villa, is a national art gallery. Matteo Messervy came up
with the lighting design concept by turning the ‘skin and bones’
architectural building as a canvas, a part of an art work, where
lighting would be used a “paint” to imprint it’s color hues onto
the facade.
Matteo Messervy played with the colorful nature of the LED lights
to create a painting on the building minimalist frame. The garden
which comprises big trees in front of the building are used as
an element adding to the perspective of the gallery.
He has conducted researched about the building’s peculiar
architecture as a starting point on his design process.
The building features two main kind of facade’s elements :
columns as a vertical line and beam as horizontal line,
accentuated by layered structure.
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DESIGN PROCESS

DESIGN PROCESS

Facade Lighting

Landscape Lighting

The lighting design outlines the characteristics of the facade
by positioning the light fixtures to accent the column following
a vertical line. Floodlight are equally placed along the facade
to highlight the horizontal lines. The roof, which consists of
concrete flat slab is illuminated by floodlight from inside.

Moreover, Matteo Messervy has installed light fixtures aimed at
some elements of the garden in front of the gallery by shooting
from inside the trees to make them glow. Keeping the harmony
with the gallery’s building.

Matteo Messervy created an artistic and aesthetic signature
by playing with the colorful nature of light and its perception.
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YENAKART
VILLA
GALLERY
Year 2018

BANGKOK, THAILAND

In 2018, Thailand hosted a major Art event :
the Bangkok Art Biennale. Starting with a non-profit foundation to
engage and inspire diverse Thai, ASEAN and international
audiences by actively fostering recognition and appreciateion
of contemporary art exhibitions.
Yenakart Villa Gallery was part of this event and a place
of exhibition, for which Matteo Messervy was commissioned to
re-design the lighting.
The concept follows the original design, with a few new twists
and improvments. In cooperation with musical influencer, DJ Alex,
iMix, Matteo Messervy has showcased a dynamic lighting design.
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DESIGN
PROCESS
The building’s facade has structured following a pattern of
vertical and horizontal lines, which can also be seen in many
geometric art forms. Thus specific structure served as a bias
for Matteo’s lighting.
Full of “finesse” and changing colors.
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BAR & RESTAURANT
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CLUB MED
PUNTA CANA
Punta Cana, Dominican Republic
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CLUB MED PUNTA CANA,
Cielo Bar
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CLUB MED PUNTA CANA,
Samana Restaurant

CLUB MED PUNTA CANA,
The Indigo Beach Lounge Restaurant
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CLUB MED PUNTA CANA,
The Indigo Beach Lounge Restaurant
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CLUB MED PUNTA CANA,
Pool & Beach Area
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LUNA LOUNGE
BANGKOK, THAILAND

The cocktail bar is located in the heart of Sukhumvit. The place
where romance mixes with art.
The French artist and lighting designer, who often uses various
types of fabrics to line up together and communicate various
emotional ebbs and flows, chose a piece of white camouflage
as a bright white ceiling that reminded him of the moon, the
peace and silence of space.
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CACTUS
BANGKOK
BANGKOK, THAILAND

The trendy rooftop bar in Yen Akart neighborhood,
the Californian-style bar, surrounded by lush big trees and
low-rise buildings, and is owned by Sanya Souvanna Phouma.
Matteo had the opportunity to work with him on this project
with the scope to light all the nature surrounding the building,
which can be seen from the forth floor and the rooftop and also
the exterior part with the cactus flower beds as a highlight
of the place. Giving the impression of enjoying an exotic
cocktail in summertime in Palm Springs, California
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DESIGN PROCESS

DESIGN PROCESS

Concept

Mock up on site
The day he conducted the Mock-up on site, Matteo did the
lighting tests with different types of the spotlights and with different
beam angles. He also used dichroic filters to apply colors on the
lush landscape.
Because of the imposing size of the trees, it was a real challenge
to set all the positions of the multiple fixtures and adjust the
directions of the light in a way that would target the differnt leafy
area.
Through mixing different beam angles of spotlights and the use of
different color filters, the whole design brings life to the trees and
creates a variety of lighting effects all around the building.
The spectacular lighting applied gives an amazingly deep and
colorful interpretation of nature by bringing us ever closer to it.
It displays a three dimensional, intricate and vibrantly detailed
view of the surrounding plant kingdom, seen through the giant
window glass to keep us connected to its beauty.

Our primary design concept was to fully reveal to the public the
multi-dimensional “spatial pulses” of the landscape’s natural
features as the night falls on the city of angels. Features which
can be overshadowed by the numerous buildings inside the area
and the surrounding darkness.
We wanted to give back to nature its righteous and necessary
place inside the drab concrete setting of the metropolis.
Restoring the magical and spatial sensibility of the outdoors area
by linking and unifying all the different elements of the landscape
through the use of specifically dedicated lighting schemes
and colors.
The principles we applied include the elements of unity, scale,
balance, simplicity, variety, emphasis, and sequence as they
apply to line, form, texture, and color. These elements being all
interconnected.
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GOSSIP
BANGKOK, THAILAND
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FESTIVAL
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WONDERFRUIT
Feb 2017
PO D Architects
CHONBURI, THAILAND

Wonderfruit is an arts, music and lifestyle festival located at
The Fields, Siam Country Club, Pattaya in Chonburi, Thailand.
The festival aims at addressing eco issues and bring forth
sustainability to Thailand. The event features musical performances,
art, installations, workshops and talks, along with fine cuisine from
renowned chefs.
The main Farm stage was designed by PO-D Architects. A stage
made from rice with 5-meter-high bamboo construction takes
inspiration from the Isaan tradition where farmers build ornate rice
palaces from leftover rice straw. This has been a great opportunity
for Matteo to collaborate with Mr.Phaholchai Premjai, the owner
of PO-D Architects, doing the lighting to this wonderful sustainable
stage.
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DESIGN PROCESS
Concept
To light up the stage Matteo come up with the concept of
bringing the movement of the rice paddy swaying along the
blowing wind, the movement of farmers during harvest season
and the movement of the sun from dawn til dusk.
Matteo’s design aimed to bring a peace of daytime into the
heart of the right and to create the illusion of the morning
sunshining onto the rice fields.

The dialux calculation simulated the effect of the light we put on the model.
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LIGHTING
MOCK UP
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WONDERFRUIT
Dec 2017
DUANGRIT BUNNAG
ARCHITECT LIMITED (DBALP)
CHONBURI, THAILAND

The Rainforest Pavilion is the second project for which Matteo was
commissioned to design the lighting for the Wonderfruit festival
which again takes place at the Siam Country Club in Pattaya,
Thailand, December 2017.
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DESIGN PROCESS
Concept
The pavilion is an iconic structure designed by Duangrit Bunnag
which hosted the Joy collective Team, focusing on fundraising
and awareness on the world’s tropical rainforests along with the
diverse cultural aspects.
The concept aims at merging some elements of
the rainforest with urban characteristics by creating
a sculpture imitating the shape of a rock, covered by the
emergency blanket as a reminder of the recent eruption of the
volcano and the evacuation that followed in Bali.

LIGHTING
CALCULATION
Dialux calculations were done before conducting the actual
Mock-up. The spotlights were placed all around the pavilion
and angled to shoot up onto the enormous bending structure.
Some light fixtures were attached on the structure to shoot onto
the hanging sculpture in the middle of the pavilion.

The white camouflage was being used to cover all the area of
the pavilion representing peace and hope to all the refugees in
Bali
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The different scenes kept changing and ran all along the cold
night. As the wind was getting stronger, it created all the up
and down movements of the camouflage, making it alive in the
middle of the darkness.
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Matteo did a very wll done job for the live light show at the pavilion.
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WONDERFRUIT

Dec 2018 : Forbidden Fruit
MPDStudio
CHONBURI, THAILAND

The Forbidden fruit pavilion was designed by Adam Pollina.
It is like a dance-house made from bamboo and fabric.
The location of this pavilion was near the natural forest full of
massive plants, which is a backdrop for the DJ booth.
For the main concept of the pavilion designed by Adam,
conveying a cozy and sexy aura, red color hues would filll the
pavilion, decorated with red patterned floor mat and bespoke
nature inspired handmade lamps.
The sight from the entrance of the pavilion leads straight to
the DJ booth with lush nature as a backdrop
where Matteo Messervy performs his art work.
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DESIGN PROCESS
The Entrance
At the entrance, a bamboo structure is installed like a tunnel
shaped gate. The concept of lighting design for this part is inspired
by ‘the pulse’ that is felt through the dynamics coming out from
the movement of the lights.
The light fixtures were fixed inside the bamboo structure and were
aimed at other side of the room. The final effect looks like a deep
red bamboo, and part of the red light that glows from inside
represents the allure of a gate leading to an exotic world.
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DESIGN PROCESS
The Forest
The Forbidden fruit pavilion also features a natural forest with
massive tropical plants that located as backdrop of DJ booth.
Matteo Messervy has done the light show for this part in concept
of the hues red color and mixed with other color,
which is represent identity of Matteo Messervy’s work.
The massive plants are natural grown with random position, and
it looks like a layer of natural texture, so the lighting design would
effected to this part with colorful dynamic light,
which is a concept that related to music.
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WONDERFRUIT
Dec 2018 : Feasting Hall
Ab Rogers Design
CHONBURI, THAILAND

The Feasting Hall is a place to have dinner consisiting of interesting
concepts of foods from renowned chefs. The Hall is circle shaped,
with a kitchen at the center and sitting spaces around.
It uses bamboo as its main material for the structure with a curve
shaped roof and a small red curtain installed around.
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DESIGN PROCESS
Concept
The giant bamboo dome as a symbol of culinary traditions and
fine eating. The chefs cook fine foods in the middle of the space,
surrounded by a circular table that allowes 275 people to dine
together, fostering greater interaction between the chefs and
the diners.
Installation of light fixtures for the Feasting Hall consist of three
main points in two parts of the area. For the circular table, there is
a pendent light bulb on top to carefully illuminate the dishes and
indirect light from light fixtures that shoot to the roof.
Other light fixtures are aimed towards the kitchen at the center.
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WONDERFRUIT
Dec 2018 : Rainforest
Matteo Messervy
CHONBURI, THAILAND

The Rainforest Pavilion is an interactive installation and performance
venue create in cooperation with Joy Collective and Matteo
Messervy, aiming at stimulating all our senses.
The visual concept stems from Indonesia’s endangered rainforest
by installing a white camouflage fabric on the bamboo-based
structure to look like a cocoon shape. Furthermore, the lighting
design added an important dimension to
represent the visual concept of the pavilion.
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DESIGN PROCESS
Concept
The main concept for the lighting design centers around the white
camouflage fabric the covers the pavillion. Light fixtures are only
installed only from the top part of the cocoon. The light effects
and colors would accent the texture of the fabric and represent
the natural rainforest, mixing with some complementary colors to
create a vast array of exciting scences for the pavillion.
Meanwhile the cocoon would glow from the bottom up, thanks
to the reflection of the light source and the fabric, thus avoiding
blinding the audience.
The Rainforest Pavilion is located near natural forest close to the
festival site. This forest serves as a backdrop behide which the DJ
booth was installed. Matteo took advantage of this natural setting
and installed light fixtures inside the forest to shoot up and right
onto the canopy.
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WONDERFRUIT
Dec 2018 : Theater Stage
MPDStudio
CHONBURI, THAILAND

The theater stage sits on the shore of a scenic waterway and
is surrounded by lush natural landscape. Bangkok based MPD studio
Architects devised a bamboo-based structure inspired by the shape
of the surrounding mountains and the movement of the trees. In the
center of the Theater stage stands another gigantic bamboo
structure that open to audiences as a central point of the stage.
The lighting design would use all the specific elements of the
landscape during night time, and artfully accented the trees and
architectural features.
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DESIGN PROCESS

DESIGN PROCESS

Concept

Concept

A perfect example of Matteo’s artistic identity, a lighting design
in harmony with the surrounding tropical setting, all around the
Theater.
He also installed light fixtures to shoot the trees in many colors hues
to outline the many textures of the natural features.

The lighting design of this project follows two main lines :
First, a lighting covering all of the stage to highlight the design
of architecture. Second, the use of accent lighting on the
structure, such as a the gigantic curve of the stage or the main
columns.
Addditionaly, the lighting design should have enough power
wattage to create dynamic and dramatic lighting scenes,
playing with audieance’s sense of perception.
Lighting design to highlight the center and partly dim it on both
sides. Thus bringing the audience attention to the center of the
stage.
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WONDERFRUIT
Dec 2018 : The Bridge
MPDStudio
CHONBURI, THAILAND

The Bridge is a bamboo-based structure located on a waterway between the front zone and the main zone, with the natural forest with
massive plant right by it. The structure, designed by MPD Studio,
presents a bamboo tunnel with designed patterns.
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DESIGN PROCESS
Concept

The lighting concept gives emphasis to the bamboo patterns with
various colors of light, along with the surrounding massive tropical floral, by installing every light fixture on the ground targeting
the object from the bottom up. Creating a surreal perception of
nature seen through a tunnel for people who walk through the
bridge.
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LIGHT ART
INSTALLATION
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MAHANAKHON
King Power
Buro Ole Scheeren Group
BANGKOK, THAILAND

Mahanakhon building, owned by King Power group,
is an architectural landmark in the city. It is a focal point
for Thai design, culture and architecture.
With its distinctive sculptural appearance, MahaNakhon has been
carefully carved to introduce a three-dimensional ribbon of
architectural “pixels” that circle the tower‚ full height,
as if digging up portions of the elegant glass curtain wall to reveal
the inner life of the building while generating a set of very special
features, well-suited to the tropical climate of Bangkok.
An arresting profile on the skyline, MahaNakhon merges with the
city as it moves vertically between ground and sky,
the base dissolving into the city scape, engaging metaphorically
and literally with the street life for which Bangkok is famous for.
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DESIGN PROPOSAL
Facade Lighting

Lighting design will correlate to the building’s time of use. We research and analyze about the time frames of the
building’s in habitants that use the indoor areas, until the time that we will turn on the facade’s light and how it would
affect the building. For example, a 07 PM. to 09 PM. time slot will have the combined effect of the lighting inside the
building with the facade’s lighting. From 09 PM. - 12 AM. there will be less light coming from inside the building.
After midnight the facade’s lighting will be the most visible. Additionnaly, we design the lighting concept for all types
of events concerning the building.

The main concept of this lighting design is to present the beauty Thai
culture through the building, which is linked to nature, such as a
representation of traditional rice harvesting. Lights filled with images
and colours that emulate the natural lighting. An other main aspect
dear to the designer is to highlight the elements of Thai architecture.
The concept aims at blending elements of lush nature an Thai culture
to present it on the facade and concern, while preserving the
harmony between lighting and architecture. We designed by
adapting lighting and the building’s features with pixel art.
We materialize the images of the main concept as a graphic scheme
applied on the facade, so people can understand it easily.

07:00 PM. - 09:00 PM.
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09:00 PM. - 12:00 AM.

After Midnight
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DESIGN PROPOSAL

DESIGN PROPOSAL

LED Screen

LED Pixel Ptich

We researched on the visual effect of LED screens viewed from
different distances. The part of the LED screen called pixel pitch,
which is the distance between each LED pixel units. Lower pixel
pitch is more narrow, and higher
pixel pitch is LED pixel is wider. The pixel pitch of LED screens are
correlated to the perception of people. At close range, lower
pixel pitch are better.
From afar, higher pixel pitches are better suited. Hence,
the resolution of the images on display will differ.

Matteo has chosen to use LED screens for the project, which are
installed in the gap between each windows.
We work in a way to avoid light pollution for the people who live
inside the building.
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Matteo has also worked on another way for LED screen
installation, by trying to play with the diffuser, placed in front of
the LED screen. The effect of LED screen combined with the
diffuser are different, giving the impression that the dots of light
are expanding, displaying interesting shapes.
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CONCRETE
NATURE
BANGKOK, THAILAND

From November 27th to december 11th, Matteo Messervy showcased his latest
light-art installation produced by the French Embassy in Thailand,
in the context of Galleries Night and the COP21 Sustainable Environment Forum,
with the collaboration of Philips Lighting Thailand and EPSON Thailand.

Matteo Messervy is essentially an urban artist. At night, a city becomes the
canvas where he lays out his visual artistry through large scale monumental
installations. He proposes creative solutions to restore a sense of humanity and
well-being within the dark walls of a place at night. The artwork presented for this
occasion was in the form of a projection mapping.
It playfully highlights, deconstructs, rotates, and manipulates
the building’s unusual geometry to create a dynamic
and oniric multiverse of natural ecosystems.
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DESIGN PROCESS
This piece reflects the kind of multidisciplinary approach the artist
seeks to bring forth. Something deep and meaningful, beyond
the merely functional purpose of lighting.
By establishing collaborations with renown university researchers from different countries and disciplines, the designer proves
that the artistic process can truely benefit from multidisciplinary
participations.
Following the scientific findings on the Memory of Water by
Prof. Dr. Kröplin, from the Institute for Statics and Dynamics of
Aerospace Constructions at the University of Stuttgart”,
Matteo Messervy decided to incorporate this scientific concept
into his work.

This visual artwork has been installed at the occasion of the
project Galleries’ Night, organized by the French Embassy
to Thailand.
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LILLE 2004
EUROPEAN
CAPITAL
OF CULTURE
FRANCE

In 2004 the European Capital of Culture was awarded to the
city of Lille and Matteo Messervy was awarded the opportunity
to create a monumental installation encompassing nearly one
city block.
Messervy’s inflatable creation was housed within the courtyard of the museum as a part of the exhibition “Roubaix, Textile
Lighthouse” curated by Alice Morgaine for La Piscine,
Musée d’Art et d’Industrie - André Diligent.
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DESIGN PROCESS
Messervy often finds his inspiration uncovering a city’s history,
finding a positive element, something glorious from the past that
can become the base for his artistic endeavour.
In this case, the XIX century city of Roubaix was once an affluent
hub for cotton trade and today stands a poor post-industrial city.
This installation intended to remind the spectators of their
ancestor’s past achievements.
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The balloon like structure resembling bales of cotton literally
hypnotised the onlookers with it’s radiance and size. “La Piscine”
covered an overall length of 31 meters, width of 16 meters and
height of 14,5 meters.
The skilfully sewn fabric structure was inflated and lit from within
with diffused intensity and color variation yielding an overall
ethereal feeling. Consistent with Messervy’s theme, the lights
were set to the beat of a human heart.
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MAISON & OBJET
FRANCE
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GARDENS OF
JOHDPUR
INDIA

The work was commissioned by the invitation of the Maharajah
of Johdpur and financed by Sephora and Mr.Chafik Gasni.
Matteo Messervy has decided to invite spectators to a specific
trip in the Indian world. The concept purpose was to ensure the
revival of the palace through a series of carefully selected
images that evoke the almost child-like dream aventures about
toys and places.
The concept lies in the whole set up of photos, in still and
animated sequences, projected on wall and floors of the
Jodhpur Palace.
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DESIGN PROCESS
The scenography draws a parallel between the contrasted
harmonies of the well-ordered green nature, light skies and
pastel-like tones of that connect France and India and the
intensity and abundance of luxury of Indian’s landscape.
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It is a vission of two world’s diversities and similarities that mingle
together in a mysterious alchemy.
The installation portrays the magic of colours, lights, shades,
scents and sounds, that intentwine and melt into an entity in
which each one should recognize a part of oneself.
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NUIT BLANCHE
FRANCE

2002 inaugurated an annual contemporary art event in
Paris known as “Nuit Blanche”, in English one would say an
“all nighter”. Ten years later this city wide phenomenon is still thriving.
In 2004 Matteo Messervy had the occasion to create his
installation in Paris’ city hall, Hotel de Ville.
The perception of this neo-renaisance building built in 1873 was completely
transformed into a massive sensorial cocoon reminiscent of the 1970s.
These cocoons of white camouflage fabric engulfed the exterior beckoning the spectators inside to experience the full momentum and sheer
volume of this incredible installation of light, air and sound.
Once intended for military purposes, this material gained a new dimension
as it was transformed into a protective and peaceful cocoon swelling with
air and light and had a particular meaning for Messervy, as it was once
used in the production of parachutes for soldiers in World War II.
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DESIGN PROCESS
For this installation a modern version was created and used a
tribute to the salvation of the city and the heroes of the past.
The architecture of the city hall was not compromised, rather
magnified by the camouflage that simultaneously concealed
and disclosed the structure. Light pulsated through out to the
rhythm of a human heart beat, a theme often explored in
Messervy’s work.
Invited by Messervy, Danish composer Pixel, a representative of
the electro-experimental trend, created a sonar experience that
filled the space. The embodiment of the work was a
representation of the peace it was protecting.
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COMPETITION
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BURJ KHALIFA
2016
LED Mapping Facade
and architectural lighting

DUBAI, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

In the context of the BURJ KHALIFA FACADE ART OPEN CALL, Matteo
Messervy and and Gabriel Camelin were commissioned by the
Burj Khalifa to present a dynamic led-mapping scenography on the
Burj Khalifa, and have their work displayed on the whole length of
the iconic structure’s facade during one month in the course of 2016.

Conceptual rendering
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Conceptual rendering

Conceptual rendering
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DESIGN PROCESS
Concept
Adding a refreshing and soothing glow to the city’s nightscape
through the use of LED fixtures thoughtfully implemented inside the
twisted cantilevered balconies, the whole lighting concept
highlights the warm, curvy and sensual lines that breathe life and
movement to the buildings.

ABSOLUTE
TOWERS
MAD Architects

TORONTO, CANADA

Designed by MAD architects, The Absolute Towers, two residential
towers in Mississauga, Canada has been judged the best new
high-rise building in the America’s by the Council on Tall Buildings
and Urban Habitat (CTBUH).
Matteo Messervy was commissioned to collaborate with the
architects in conceiving a lighting design that would inspire and
provide the place and its residents an emotional connection to their
hometown. Away from the simple, functional logic of modernism,
the design aims at expressing the complex and multiple needs of
contemporary society.
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GUANGZHOU
CULTURAL
CENTER
Daniel Libeskind

GUANGZHOU, CHINA

DESIGN PROCESS
Concept
In the context of a new regional development vision based on
culture, architect Daniel Libeskind and lighting designer Matteo
Messervy collaborated on the elaboration of an urban design master
plan for two future cultural landmark buildings, with the social
responsibility and historical mission of advancing contemporary art
in China : The Guangzhou painting academy and the Guangzhou
Museum.
Located on an islet on Guangzhou’s Pearl river, the place is
surrounded by water, conferring an almost mystical feel as the mist
sets in at nightfall.

The lighting concept was thought to highlight the visually striking
architecture of the buildings in the most energy efficient way,
by capturing natural daylight to fuel the multicolored hues of light
applied to the exterior facades at night.
Adding to the outworldly nature of this unique sculptural
architecture, custom-made strings of LED light extend there
luminescent tentacles along the facades, shrouding them in a
wavering and moving incandescent halo.
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SHANGHAI
SOOCHOW
CREEK
SHANGHAI, CHINA

DESIGN PROCES
When implementing a lighting design, we do not solely consider the
architectural character of the site. Curiosity and exploration
is our main driver. We consistently begin by the history of the
location and the diverse influences that shaped its character
through the course of time.

Concept

The design we wish to implement aims at revealing and
translating into light the ”spatial pulses” of this rich cultural history
and also to bring nature’s features into the urban landscape as the
night falls. Features which can be overshadowed by the numerous
buildings inside the area and the notorious pollution which hides
the night sky and its starry vault. A nature revealed from above and
from the ground, from the resident’s homes and from the passerby’s
standpoint.

Dots of light resembling a cluster of stars punctuate the landscape at
night. A lighting display as a reflection of the starry night sky. A kind of
astronomy observatory that can be admired from above showing the
details of the earthly constellation, in a way that brings out the beauty
and intricacies of the city’s landscape at night. A guide and star
compass to all passers by, like the sextan of the sailors of yore.
The main themes and creative guidelines we wish to develop and
translate into light are as follows : meditation, relaxation, contemplation,
fluidity and perpetual motion. Nature’s elements : water and candle light.
Both offering a dynamic, soothing, relaxing and meditative experience.
This would be achieved through the use of specifically dedicated lighting
schemes, state-of-the-art interactive technologies (specifically dedicated
dimmers and motion sensors and bespoke computer-programmed
lighting scenographies) and lighting fixtures that follow the strictest
standards in eco-friendly energy efficiency and cost effectiveness. As an
example, we would implement an intelligent outdoor lighting approach.
Whereby light would be dimmed down to 20% or up to 90% of its intensity
depending on the density of the pedestrian circulation in the area.
Connection/connectivity as linear light guides and Faros leading
people‘s steps and whereabouts through the dark.

Lighting design masterpiece based on the circle. A shape which
would be twisted in such a way as to represent the mathematical
infinity symbol, called the “lemniscate”.

Distinguish paving for pocket gardens / plazas
Stars from above Shanghai’s sky
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With this concept, there would be a combination of element of light,
which is a line of light and dot of light. Lines connect and define the
space. They are
powerful design elements that link people to the landscape and pull
them deep inside of it. The use of lines to lead and guide the gaze
of the onlookers. Paths as the arteries of the whole premises. Lead
through light.
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PLAZA

PEDESTRIAN

Circle of light
Lighting design masterpiece combining three
dimensional geometric shapes and light.
Lighting design masterpiece combining geometric shapes and
light : the circle and the concept of candle light. A hallo of light
seemlesly floating/ levitating/
hovering above ground.
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Commissions and collections

Personal exhibitions

Wonderfruit 2018, Stage Lighting Design. Chonburi, Thailland, 2018
Cactus Bangkok, Lighting design of the landscape’s natural features.
Bangkok, Thailand, 2018
Khun by Yoo, Lighting design of a luxury condominium for Sansiri.
Bangkok, Thailand 2017-2018
Wonderfruit (Rainforest Pavilion) Part II, Architectural Lighting Design.
Chonburi, Thailland, 2017
Luna Lounge, Interior Lighting Design in Bangkok, Thailand 2017
National Museum Bangkok Part II, Museum Lighting Design for the
Buddhaisawan Chapel and Siwamokhaphiman at the National
Museum in Bangkok,Thailand, 2017
The National Museum of Royal Barges, Museum Lighting Design for
the Royal Barges at the National Meseum of Rayal Barges in Bangkok,
Thailand, 2017
Wonderfruit (farm stage) Part I, Architectural Lighting Design.
Chonburi, Thailland, 2016
Concrete Nature, video-mapping light-art installation. Embassy of
France in Thailand, Bangkok, 2015
National Museum Bangkok Part I, Night at the Museum festival Museum Lighting Design for the Buddhaisawan Chapel at the
National Meseum in Bangkok, Thailand, 2015-2016
YenakArt Villa, Architectural Lighting Design. Bangkok, Thailland, 2015
and 2018

S4 Terminal, design of a monumental installation for ADP new terminal
Roissy Charles de Gaulle Airport, Paris 2012
Unibail-Rodamco, Hypnotiques Conversations, suspended and luminous
glass installation, Parly 2 shopping mall, Paris 2011
Unibail-Rodamco,artistic direction and lighting design for Parly 2 shopping
mall, Paris 2011
Air France, sketch of a lighting design for future Air France lounge at
Terminal S4 Roissy Charles de Gaulle, Paris 2009
Louis Vuitton, sketch of a monumental glass and light installation for future
Louis Vuitton shop ,Paris 2009
Paris8, suspended and luminous glass installation with architect
Axel Schoenert, Paris 2009
Notify showroom, sketch of a lighting design with architect
Pierandrei Associati and Ron Arad, Milan 2008
Atelier Notify, lighting design of a luxury fashion store with architect
Zaha Hadid, Paris, 2008
Club Med, lighting design of Club Mediterranée, Punta Cana, 2007-2008
Stade de France, lighting design of all the VIP access with Andrée Putman,
Paris, 2008
L’aura, lighting design of a luxury fashion store, Warsaw, 2007
Alcatel-Lucent, lighting design of the Executive Briefing Center
with Architecture et Associés, Paris, 2007
Nuit Blanche, Le Cocon, Hôtel de Ville , Paris, 2004
Lille 2004, Capitale européenne de la culture, le Phare, “La Piscine”
Museum, Roubaix, 2004
MK2 Bibliothèque, sculptures suspension lumière, site’s lightening with
Jacques Bobroff, Paris 2003

Midi-Minuit, exhibition at Sephora , Jodhpur garden, India, 1999
Optica, installation, Maldive islands, 1999
Planet, Earth, sculpture, La Cigale, Paris, 1996
Virtual, monument for Houston, City Hall, Houston, Texas, United States,
1996
Figures, exhibition at cercle Vélasquez, Paris, 1994
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Collective creations and exhibitions
Burj Khalifa, LED-mapping scenography on the Burj Khalifa’s whole length
facade. Cocreated with Gabriel Camelin. Dubai, UAE, 2016
Centre Greorges Pompidou Renzo Piano-Richard Rogers, sound and light,
Paris 2006
Nice-Etoile, monumental installation , Nice 2006
Maison & Objet, Ultralux, light designer, Cahier des tendances, Paris, 2005
Pain Couture, Jean-Paul Gaultier, Cartier Fundation , Paris, 2004
Being’s figures, installation with 20471120, Tokyo, Japan, 2000
Hermès dans les étoiles, installation for Hermès, Paris, 1999
Ariane, installation with Massimo Matteti, Thaddeus Ropac Gallery, Paris,
1998
Igloo, installation with Naca, Galerie Rabouan – Moussion, Paris, 1998
Sans titre, sculpture for Jean-Paul Gautier, Museum of Contemporary Art,
Barcelone, 1997
L’Etranger, exhibition with Catherine Ikam, CNIT, Paris, 1995
Exposition de groupe pour L’Oréal, Casa Velasquez, Madrid, Spain, 1994
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